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Purpose

USAF LTAC Technical Notes are published by the USAF Environmental

Technical Applications Center to disseminate aerospace sciences infor-

mation to units of the Air Weather Service. Subject matter contained in
these Technical Notes, while pertinent, is not deemed appropriate for
publication as Air Weather Service Technical Reports which are confined
to those studies, reports, technlqu-.s, etc.., of a more permanent and
specifie nature. Technical. Notes incldde such material as Wind seflir,
listings, bibliographies, special data dokpilations, climatic studies,
and certain USAF ETAC projkct reports wbicb may be of special interest
to units cf the AWS organization. This series is published under the

provision of AFR 6-1 and AWSR 80-2, as amended.

Distribution

Technical Notes wll normally be given the same distribution as
AWS Tc hnical Reports which includes all AWS units through detachment
level. Additional special distribution may be provided certain issues
when the subject matter is believed to warrant wider dissemination
within the scientific community.

Non-AWS organizations dediring copies of USA? ETAC Technical Notes
should submit their request to Federal Clearinghouse of Scientific &
Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia 22151.

LIST OF USAF ETAC TECHNICAL NOTES
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68-1 Licting of Available Seminars May 68

68-2 Meteorological Rocket Data and Predicting the Onset of
the Southwest Monsoon over India ad Southeast Asia May 68

68-3 Bibliographies of Climatic References and Climatic
Maps for Selected Countries Jul 68

68-4 Climatological Bibliography of the South Atlantic Ocean
Area including Certain Coastal Countries Noy 68

69-1 Selected Climatological Bibliography for Thailand Mar 69
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PRFACE

One of the primary functions of the Technical Information Section

USAF Environmental Technical Applications Center (ETAC) is to locate

climatological reference material requested by the various governmental

agencies and those civilian organizatioDs completing goiernment con-

tracts. The requests are generally initiated to aid in the solution of

specific problems. Rovever, many of these bibliographies represent a

substantial listing of climatic soArces which, having been assembled,

could prove very beneficial to other researchers with similar interests

in subject matter or area of coverage. It is with this in miad that

UWAP ITAC publishes certain reference ]istings such as this bibliog-

mrphy. It is believed that, by the publication and distribution of

these consolidated reference lists, much of the time-consuming

reference-searching of the climatologist can be eliminated.
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I
INTRODUCTTON

7his bibliography was prepared as a by-product of the regular

reference-searching that characterizes the normal workload of the

Technical Information SectJon, USAF ETAC. All items are presented

along with a brief abstract of their contents. Many abstracts were

tsen from the publications themselves and cr it is given to the

author. Others were written by individuals within USAF ETAC or the

Foreign Branch, Environmental Data Service, ESSA. Identification of the

personnel afforded credit for abstracts used in this bibliography is

shown below.

Initials Organization

AEG Annie E. Grimes FB, EDS, SSA

ALS Alvin L. Smith, Jr. USAF, ETAC

EJS Edgar J. Saltzman FB, EDS, ESSA

WGA Meteorological & Geoastrophysical
Abstracts

RAG Richard A. Goldsmith, lst Lt, USAF USAF, ETAC
r.T, Simon J. Roman FB, EDS, ESSA

VTR Virgilio Torres-Rentas 7B, EDS, ESSA

This bibliography was compiled from sources of the various libraries

in the Washington Metropclitan ha, through cooperation with the Foreign

Branch, Office of Data Informaticu, Environmental Data Service, Environ-

mental Science Services Administration, U.S. Department of Comerce.

Some sources my be available in more than one of these; libraries. In

general, the bibliogaphy search was limited to the 15-year period prior

to 1968, however, several entries have been listed tha't date back to 1951.

References are listed alphabetically by author within the text and

are numbered eonsennuiveuy. An index by subject material is Included

wtich also indicatee the type of information, tabular, descriptive, etc.,

in the references (see aevi)

iv
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All of the items listed are available at various libraries in the

Washington, D.C. area and ,nclude the appropriate library-accession

numbers and sybols. The abbreviations denoting the various libraries

are identified under "Index to Source Symbols" (see 7 age vii).

The author wishes to thank the personnel of the Editorial Section,

Information & Publications Branch, USAF ETAC for their assistance in

preparing this bibliography with special thanks to Mrs. Edna G. Robinson

who typed the many abstracts required to complete this technical note.

Nr. Vincent J. Creasi accomplished much of the reference searching for

this project and his assistance is gratefully acknovledged.
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SUBJrECT INDEX
Definition 

Itemi Numbers
Aviation Meteorology 13
Climatological Classification 1, 9, 39, 55, 56, 65, 85
Climatological Data - tabulated 1, 2, 3, 9, 12, , 65, 23, 24, 25,

30, 32, 34, 54, 57, 60, 61, 62, 64,
66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 72, 74, 77, 78,79, 80, 85, 86, 89, 94, 95, 96, 99,
104, 105Cii;natological Charts (atlases) 4, 5, 6, 42, 45, 46, 48, 51, 53, 50,

59, 60, 6d, 65, 68, 71, 72, 61, :,83, 84, 85, 86, 89, 91, 93, 96, 9b,
100, 101, 103,3limatology, descriptive 1, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20, 22, -)3, 26,
27, 32, 34, 35, 37, 40, 42, 43, 44,45, 47, 50, 52, 57, 64, 66, 68, 73,75, 84, 87, 39, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,
99, 101, 112, 103Clouds, Types and Amounts 9, 51, 67, 91

Fog and Stratus 9C
Precipitation 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 26, 27, 20,

30, 35, 36, 52, 54, 55, 58, 59, 63,69, 72, 77, 78, 79, 80, 84, 86, 88,
97, 98, 99, 100, 101Pressure 28, 77 78, 79, 80, 82

Soil and Hydrology 8, 9, 8, 7 , 1 , 8, I , , -

31, 33, 3b, 38, 39, 41, 47, 511, -'5,33, i0
Temperature am Huidity 9, 12, 71, '", ,o
Thunderstorms and Hail 9, 1,-05

Upper Air Observations 7, 46, 73
Upper Air Winds 6, 13, 48, 4,o, 51, (3
Visibility 10, 67, 9,9
Surface Winds 3, 9, 6, 51, 7 84, 8
Trafficability 8, 10, 15, 16, 19, 22, 33, 37, 30,

41
L'viporat ion 83
ihliographies 43, (6, Q.
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INDEX TO SOURCE SYMBOLS

DAS Atmospheric Sciences Library, Silver Spring, Maryland

DLC Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

DNHO U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office Library, Suitland, Maryland

FAS Foreign Area Section, EDS, Silver Spring, Maryland

IPB Information t Publications Branch, USAF ETAC

NODC National Oceanographic Data Center Library, Washington, D.C.

NWRC National Weather Records Center, Federal Bldg., Asheville, N.C.

EARl Engineer Agency for Resources Laventories

Note: References showing an AD number can be purchased at the
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific & Technical Information,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia 22151.
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SELECTED CLIMATOLOGICAL
BIBLIORAPHY

FOR
THAILAND

1. Anstey, Robert L. Clothing Almanac for Southeast Ania. US Army
Natick Labs., Earth Sciences Div., US Army Natick Labs., Hatick,
mass. Jan 1966. ES-22. AD 633631. DAS M(055) U586tc.

...In this report monthly military clothing requirements are
given for Southeast Asia, including the countries of Bunma, Laos,
Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand and Viet Nam. The almanac includes
a sumry of physical features of the region, high elevations,
climate, biotic conditions and the relation of these features to
the issue of special clothing items, see Tables II, III, IV, V,
for climatic data. (Auth. Abet.)

2. Atkinson, C -y D. Thundtrstorus in Southeast Asia. Scientific
Services, Det 1, It Wea Wg, APO San Francisco 96525, Technical
Study 11, Mar 1967, 55 PP, 14 refs. AD 650257.

... This seven part study presents a comprehensive survey of
thunderstorms in Southeast Asia (Republic of Vietnam, Cambodia,
Thailand. Laos and North Vietnam). Part I introduces the subject.
Part II liscusses various Southeast Asian data sources used, te
reliability of these sources and som difficulties Involved in
obtaining reliable thunderstorm data. ?art Ill gives the monthly
and annual frequencies of thunderstorm days for 83 stations in
Southeast Asia, in both table and isoline -ap forms. Part IV
discusses the year to year variatione in the numbers of thunder-
storms observed monthly and annually. Part V covers the duration
and diurnal variation of thunderstorms. Part V1 presents a thunder-
s9crm persistency model developed from ten years of daily thunder-
storm records for sclected Thailand stations. Finally, Part VII
Shows haw the local thunderstorm climatology c.-n be approximated
for a Southeast Asian location where no data are available.
(Author)
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3. Atkinson, Gary D. A Preliminary Estimate of Extreme Wind Speecs
in Thailand. Tech Study 3, Technical Services, Det 1, 1st Wea Wg,
AWS (MAC), San Francisco, Oct 1q66, 26 pp, 9 tables, 7 refs.
AD 645089.

...A short discussion on extreme wind speeds is given,a descrip-
tion of the method used and a list of station locations with
anemometer heights. Tables giving seasons of extreme winds by
direction, peak gust speeds for 13 stations in Thailand and other
useful nomograms, tables and figures, are include.-TA-LS)

4. Anantbakrishnan, R. and Bhat.ia, K.L. Tracks of Monsoon Depressions
and Their Recurvature Towards Kashmir. India Met. Dept. Symposium
on monsoons of the world, Feb 1958. New Delhi, 1960. pp 157-172.
DAs 153.21 S989sy.

...Contains 12 monthly charts of India (including Thailand) on a
scale of (1:50 000 0001 showing tracks of depressions and their
recurvature. Winds and streamlines superimposed on the charts
pertain to 12 km level. Data was extracted from Indian et. Dept.
"Annual Weather Reviews" for the period 1924-1Q52. (SJR)

5. Barton, Thomas Frank. Thaiiand's hinfall Distribution by
Geographic Regions. Jouls u'f Geography, W1(3):110-1i8. Chicago,
19b2. DAS P Col.

..Discusses the distribution of rainfall in Thailand by geographic
regions, namely, southeast, west southwest, south, northeast, north,
and central plain. According to the author this is the most realis-
tic of all classifications. 0ontains monthly climographs of com-
posite mean rainfall for these six regions based on 20-year period
frm 1932-1952. Also, contains maps (scale (1:15 000 O00]) of
Thailand with man annual rainfall, mean seasonal rainfall (May-
Oct and llv-Apr), mean rainfall during eight consecutive wettest
months, nd rainfall during four consecutive driest months by
hatebed areas. (ALS)

u. Bunn, C.V. and Buajitti, K. Upper hinds over Southeast Asia and
Neif~rin Areas. 46 pp. Bangkok, Aug IQ1. DAS H57.2 B9g2up.

' '"
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6. (cont)

...Presents maps (scale [1:30 000 0001) of southeast Asia
(60"E-15oOE, lo0 S-450N) with monthly mean streamlines at
heights of 5,000 and 10,000 feet based on data for the period
1956-1958. (AEG)

7. Bunnag, C.V. and Buajiiti, K. (both Dept. of Met.) A Sumnay
cf Upper Air Observation over Bankok, Thailand. Nat'l Res.
Council, Journal, 2 3).l-AJ Sep 1961. 15 figs, tables, 2
refs. English and Thai summaries, p 1. DAS M57.2 B94+2a.

...This paper sunmarizes the variations of meteorological
elements at various levels. The upper air observations
during the period Jan 1957 to Aug 1966 have been utilized.
The results revealed eignificantly strnr easterly winds
above _W,) mb lec.h irom Jun to Sep. The transition from
persistent westerlies to persistent easterlies abruptly
occurs in May. During the period of strong easterlies aloft
the mean height of t( tropopase is quite low, but the
pressures and temperatures are higher than any other period.
The transition from easterlies to westerlies occurs in Dec.
(MGA)

d. Broughton, Jerald D. et al. Mobility Bfvironwental Research

Study; a %uantitative Method for Describing Terrain for
Ground Mobility; Vegetation. US Aray Engineer Watervays
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Kies. Advanced Res. Projects
Agency; Service Agency: US Army Materiel ComuW, Wash DC.
Tech Rpt No. 3-726, MLr 1968. 151 pp, 7 refs. AD 630184.

...Vegetation characteristics were measured according tW
es.ablisbed sampling procedures at Z95 sites within 6 areas
of Thailand. From these samples, stem diac ter and spac! Wg
data were extracted for anlysis, since these are the factors
that significantly affect performance of ground-contact
vehicles. A dual classification system was devised for mapping
these factors in which spacing values of 0-1.5 m, > 1.5-3.0 a,
> 3.0-9.0 m, and > 9.0 a were determined for stem diameters
of 5 cm or less, 13 cu or less, 3 cm or les, and 130 cm or
less, and stem diameters of 3 cm or more, 8 cm or more, i5 cu
or more, and 05 cm or more. Map units were Identified and de-
lmited serial photographs by establisbed photo-interpretatiou

keys and techniques. Twenty-flve 1:50 000 scale map sneets
were prepared for the 6 study areas, on which 72 distinct
mapping classes were Identified. The vegetation field dat-a for
the 6 study areas are um~mrmzed in Appeidlx A. 'uthor

3
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9. Chambers, Jack V. An Evironmzental Comparison of SW Asia and
the Island of Hawaii. Research Study Report RER-38, Hqs
QuArtermaster Research ^ &a-ineering Commands US Army, Natick,
Mass. Jan 1961. DAs x86 U585r RMR-38.

... This study is a summation of the overall environmental
characteristics of the Island of Hawaii aDd SE Asia with
qweial attention directed to precipitation, seasonality
of climate, terrain and soils. Topography, precipitation
station locator and soil ty_-e mapz are included. Sumrized
tabular data for Bangkok 1 )roviced monthly and annually.
Tables Include temperatur3, ?recapitation, relative bunidity,
cloudiness, windspeed, and vind direction. (ALS)

10. Christensen, Knud et al. .oba:- ?liantations of Thailand:
Environmental CharacterlJs-. o" Iilitary Interest. OSD/ARPA
R & D Field Unit - Thailand, Mii.tary Res. & Dew. Center.
66-ol. Jan 1966. AD 479336.

...In %n effort to describe tne environment of rubber planta-
tions, 4 sample plots were Inventoried in the vicinity of
Chantabu:*i, one of the 2 r,.bber-producing areas in Thailand.
2 plots were in well-kept plantations and 2 were in poorly-
kept plantations. Penetrability, trafficability, and hori-
zontal visibility were found to be very good in the vell-
kept and generally very poor in the poorly-maintained plan-
tations, as might be expected. M.easurements to determine
vegetative obscuration of a..r-to-ground visibility show
that the average area of ground cover by the canopy is
94.1% and that the best angle of observation is 12.5
degrees fxim the zenith. It is difficult to generalize
about soils in rubber plantations because rubber trees will
grow on most soils if the rainfall is sufficient and the
temperature it right. (Author)

11. Cobb, L. Glenn. The Annual and Daily Distribution of Rainfall
in Southeast Asia, Research on Tropical Rainfall Patterns and
Associated Mesoscale Systems, Report No. 4 by Henry, W.K. et al,
Texas A&M Univ., College Station Texas. Dec 1968. pp 53-75.
D'S M(055) U5812ec ECOM-02313-SF.

...The purpose of this study is to consider the rainfall distri-
bution at some stations in Southeast Asia. Fig. 21 is a map of
Southeast Asia including Thailand. The station in Th al.1i used
in this study is Burirar. Fig. 23b is a monthly rainfall graph

4
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11. (cont)

showing the percentage of rain days needed to accumulate 50% of
the rainfall. Fig. 25 is a rainfall mass distribution curve.
Other statistics included '(-r Buriram are: daily rainfall amounts
greater than 60 m, percentage frequency of rain days with 5 m
or less, and excessive rainfall during four days in Nov 1963.
(ALS)

i 2. Critchfield, Howard J. General Climatology. 465 pp. Englewood
Cliffs, 1960. DAS 143 C934ge.

... Contains Bangkok tabular summaries of monthly and annual
mean temperature (OF) and mean precipitation (inches). Period
of' record is not specified. (VTR)

13. Cronin, Jack. A Brie. Summary of Enroute Weather on the HKGi
BKK/HKG and MNLT h Routes. 7 pp. Bangkok, 1954.
DAS MD6.1/59 C94-b.

...Discusses the general weather pattern on the Hong Kong-
Bangkok-Hong Kong and Manila-Singapore-Manila routes.
Presents monthly summaries of wind for both routes. The source
also contains a listing of adverse weather conditions for all
four terminals. (VTR)

i. Curtis, Charles E. Terrain Analysis and Related Studies within
Tropic Environments: Southeast Asian Region Surinam, and the Mali
'Republic. Aero Service Corp., 4219 Van Kirk St., Phil. Pa., 19135,
AF Cambridge Res. Labs., Office of Aerospace Res., USAF, Bedford,
Mass., Project No. 7628, Task No. 762801. Contract No. AF 19(628)-
4166. Final Report. Jun 30, 1966. AD 812514. See also AD Nos.
8.12520L and 380464L.

... Terrain investigation of the Southeast Asian Region en )mpassing
the countries of Burma, Tnh ailand Laos, Cambodia and the Vietnam
shows a diversity of terrain and climate. Some general informatior.
is offered on the climate including variation of rainfall. The
basic landfornw of the area are described and areas in the United
States analogous to those areas have been located and described.
Engineering properties of the soils ae also discussed. (ALS)

I5
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15. Dent, F.J. and Cheutongdee, Mana. Soil Series Survey of
Selected Study Areas in Thailand Appendix B: Soil Survey of
the lop Buri Area. Land Development Dept. Bangkok (Thailand)
Soil Survey Div. Rept. for Mar-Jul 65. Aug 66, 146 p. AEWES
(C-3-156-APP-B. AD 489699.
.. ,%e soil survey of the Lop Burl study area was conducted
during the period Mar 1965 to Jul 1965, and covered an area
of approximately 3,802 sq km (1,468 sq ni). Reconnaissance
was made along all accessible roads and trails. Soils were
studied at road cuts and at exposures along drainage
channels. In areas of good accessibility, borings and
profile pits were made in order to study the soil in
greater detail. An average of about 12 observations per
square kilometer was recorded. Detailed field data were
mapped on air photos at scales of 1:15 000 and 1:40 000,
then trinsferred from the air photos to Series L708, Army
Map Service topographic maps at a scale of 1:50 000. (Author)

16. Dent, F.J. and Omakupt, Manu. Soil Series Survey of Selected
Study Areas in Thailand. Appendix C: Soil Survey of Chiang Hai
Area. Land Developmnt Dept. Bangkok (Thailand) Soil Survey
Div. Dept. for Oct 65-Jan 66, Aug 66, 128 p. AW cR-3-156-
App-C. AD 839700.

... The soil survey of the Chiang Hai study area was conducted
during the period Oct 1965 to Jan 1966, and covered an area
of approximately 3,706 sq km (1,431 sq mi). Reconnaissance
was made along all accessible roads and tracks. Soils were
studied at road cuts and at exposures along drainage channels.
In areas of good accessibility, borings and profile pits were
uade In order to study the soil in greater detail. Approximately
15 observations per square kilometer were recorded. Detailed
field data were mapped on air photos at varying scales from
1:.25 000 to 1:55 000, then transferred from the air photos to
series L708, Army Map bervice topographic maps at a scale of
1:50 000. (Author)

17. Dhararaks, K.V. A Note on the Climatic Condition of Thaiiana.
(Dept. of Meteorology, Royal Thai, Navy Bangkok). Pacific
Science Congress, 9th, Bangkok, Nov lb-Dec 9, 1957, Proceedin s,
Vol. 13, Meteorology, Issued 1959. p 79-80. DAS M(06) P117p.

...The climate of Thailand is more or less determined by its
topography. It is also influenced by the trade winds coming
from the Pacific Ocean, and by the Asian monsoon. The

6
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Ii. (cont)

development of two pressure patterns is analyzed. Rainfall
starts with the onset of the Southwest Monsoon but varies
with location. The central part of the country receives
less but more variable amounts of rain due to the sheltering
effects of the western mountain ranges. On the east coast
of south Thailand rainfall reaches its maximum during the
cold season. W3-S)

18. Dobby, E.H.G. Monsoon Asia. Chicago, Quadrangle Books, Inc.
196i, 380 pp, 13 trbles, 1 refs. DAS 915 D632mo.

...Gives textual notes on the climate of Thailand. Presents
tabular monthly mean rainfall in inches for Cheng Mai and
Bangkok. Period of record is not indicated. (VTR)

19. Dornbusch, William K., Jr. Mobility Environmental Research
Study; A Quantitative Method for Describing Terrain for
Ground Mobility: Surface Geometry. US Army Engineer Water-
ways Experiment Sta., Vicksburg, Miss. Advanced Res.
Projects Agency; Service Agency: US Army Materiel Command,
Wash DC. Tech Rpt. No. 3-726, Sep 1967. 214 ppP 5 refs.
AD 820788.

.This volume presents the methods used to collect, tabu-

late, and analyze basic data on the surface geometry of
selected areas in Thailand. The descriptions of surface
geometry features are so designed that the descriptive
values can be used directly as input to an analytical
model for predicting the cross-country speed of selected
military vehicles. A method for classifying, interpreting,
and mapping surface geometry factors from aerial photo-
graphs (air photos) was developed. Utilizing the field data
collected and the air-photo interpretation methods developed,

i. 25 surface geometry factor-family maps 'were prepared, together
covering six selected study areas (Nakhon Sawan, Lop Burn,
Chiang Mai, Pran Buri, Khon Kaen, and Chanthaburi). These
maps are presented in Vol. VIII of this report. Air-photo
interpretation methods for predicting and mapping surface
geometry factors were largely successful. However, the
degree of accuracy achieved for each of these factors
varied considerably, being a function of the scale, quali-
ty, and vintage of the e-xisting photography. It is re-
commended that studies be continued to develop air-photo
interpretation techniques to improve the reliability of
estimation of surface geometry factor values. (Author)

I7
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20. Elahi, M.K. Agriculture in South East Asia. Pakistan
Geographical Review (2)76-92. Lahore, 1959.
DDC D6376 P2o,.

...DescrIbes the climatic conditions of S.E. Asia lying
between the latitudes of 283N and II1S. This area includes
Burma North and South Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Philippines,
Thailand New Guinea, Indonesia, Timor, Brunei, Malaya,
Northern Borneo, Sarawak and Singapore. (Author Abst.)

21. Engineering Consultants Incorporated International S.A.
"Feasibility Report," Me Tang Project, Thailand, prepared
for Royal Irrigation Dept., Kingdom of Thailand, Engineer-
ing Consultants, Inc., Denver, Colo. Oct 27, 1961. EARl
Ref. Br. 32939/TH.

...Chapter III on Hydrology, gives a general discussion on
the drainage basin of the Me Tang River. In addition,
precipitation data for several gaging stations in the area
as well as monthly precipitation for selected stations
(Table III-1); and monthly temperature, humidit , and
evaporation data for Chieng Mai are given, (Table 111-2).
P.O.R. varies, 1914-1958. (ALS)

2. Garrett, Edvard 1. Comparison of Ground Mobility Characteris-
tics of Land-Marine Interfaces of Florida and Thailand. US
Army Igineer Wa' 'rways Experiment Sta., Vicksburg, Miss.
Advanced Res. Projects Agency & US Army Materiel Command.
Misc. Paper No. 4-829, Aug '1966. 79 PP, 7 refs. AD 800075.

... A semiquantitative system for describing the pertinent
characteristics of land-marine interfaces with regard to
ground mobility is developed and presented herein. The
description involves the subjective identification of
characteristic zones of the interface, and the measurement
or designation of significant properties of those zones. The
range of values or designation exhibited by each property
is divided into suitable classes, and each class is assigned
a code number. A total of 27 coastal sites in northwest and
west central Florida and the Florida Keys and 14 coastal
sites in Thailand are evaluated according to the newly-
developed system. A comparison of the Florida and Thailand
coastal sites based on relative frequencies of occurrence
of the range of values of each property is presented, and
areas that may be expected to show same degree of similarity

8i
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22. (cont)

identified. General conclusions are: a) land-marine inter-
faces on the Gulf of Siam have characteristics that are
closely approximated on the northwest and west central
coasts of Florida, b) the land-marine interfaces on these
shores exhibit a close analogy when compared with regard to
structural zones, and c) land-marine interfaces of the two
areas not within a gulf environment (i.e. those not protected
from oceanic wave attack) ¢:.ibit divergent characteristics.
(Author)

23. Great BrJtain. Hydrographic Office. China Sea Pilot. Vol. I.
Comprising the Western Shore of the China Sea from Tanpong
Penaar, on the Eastern Side of Johore, to Fokai Point, Bias
Bay; The Anambas Filanden and Kainan Island; also the Islands
and Banks bordering the Main Route from Sinpore Strait to
x Kg.Second Edition. London, 1951. MS W82/512.3 G7TW.

...Discusses the climate and weather of this area which includes
pressure, winds, clou,. rainfall, fog and visibility, tempera-
ture and humidity, an. typhoons. Contains (for Bangkok) tabu-
lar monthly and annual summaries based on 5-44 years (185-
1950) of: mean pressure (mb), mean daily max and min tempera-
tures ('F), extreme temperatures, mean relative humidity (%)
at 0700 and 1300 1ST, mean number of dayn clear (< 2/10) and
cloudy (> 8/i0), mean rainfall, mean number of days > 0.04
inch of rain, wind direction frequency in percent (8-points
and calm) at 0700 and 1300 LST, mean wind force (Beaufort
Scale) at 0700 and 1300 LST, number of days wind force
> 3, and number of days with visibility < a mile. (VTR)

24. Great Britain. Meteorological Office. Tables of Teeraturme
Relative Humidity and Precipitation for the World. Part V, Asia.
129 pp. London 1960. DAS N2. 2 766ta.

Contains the following monthly and annual data, suarized
over the period for Bandon (7-13 years), Bangkok (12-44 years),
Chieng Mai (8-13 years), Nakaru Pajasims (5-20 Years) and
Phuket (5-33 years): mean daily maximun and minlums, men of
the highest and lowest, and absolute maxima and minimm
temperatures ('F); mean relative humidity at )630 end a 12- LiST;
mean amount of precipitation (inches); ma, w.m amount of
precipitation in 24 hours; and mean number of days with preei-
pitation 0.0 inch or more. (VTR)

99
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25. Great Britain. Meteorological Office. Temperature, Rainfall and
Humidity Tables: Asia. London, 1954? DAS M82.2 G7T6t Asia.

... The tables are arranged in alphabetical order of station
names. Three stations in Siam (Thailand) - Bandon, Bangkok and
Chiengrai, list average and extreme temperatures, rainfall, and
hmidity. (SJR)

26. Harza Engineering Company. Hydrologic Data, Mekong River Basin
in Thailand. 1960-...(1961). (In English and French. 1962.
DAB 179/593 H343hy.

... A report on hydrologic data for the Lower Mekong River basin in
Thailand. Contains explar- tory notes concerning observations,
instruments, station description; tabular water temperature (*C)
for specific dates per month (7 stations), hourly (6-10) and daily
(5 stations) precipitation in illimeters, daily evaporation in

millimeters (8 stations), and daily wind movement in kilometers
for 8 stations. Period of record varies by station and element.

CLIMATIC MAPS. Contains a map (scale (1:5 200 000] determined
from graticules) of Thailand shoving the location of hydrologicstations. (VTR)

27. Nuke, Robert 2. Thailand. Focus, XII (6):1-6. Nov York, Feb1962. DAB P Col.

... Contains a brief discussion of the rainfall of Thailand.

28. Ing, G.K.T. Pressure Data for Stations in Thailand and S.
Vietnam. lWW, Scientific Services, Tech Study 15, Feb 1968.
5 + pp, 4 tables, appx. AD 667550.

...This study illustrates the computations of forecast alti-
meter setting* and various pressure-altituue values for stations
in SE Asia using mean diurnal pressure curves. Appendix I con-
tains diurnal pressure curves for 7 stations in Thailand and 12
stations in S. Vietnam. Appendix II presents the data from
Appendix I rearranged to list pressure values by month. (uthor)

10
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219. Kambhu, M.L., Xujati et al. (Royal Irrigation Dept). Brief
Description of ydrologic Features of River Basins in Thailand.
Thailand. Nat. Res. Council, Bangkok, Journal 2(l):39-48, Feb
1961. 8 figs (4 fold), 4 tables (1 fold). Eng. and Thai summaries
p 39-4o. DAS P Col.

...Thailand is located in the monsoon region having annual rain-
fall brought by monsoons of the order of 1200 mm into the main-
land, but in the peninsular area, rainfall becomes approxi-
mately twice that In the mainland for being under both north
and south monsoons. This results in a tremendous amount of run-
off flowing through rivers. This brief description contains
hydrologic features in various aspects including topography,
climate, and variation of river water as well as ways and means
to set up a control system of the rivers. (ALS)

3'). Kambhu, M.L. Characteristics of Floods and Prevention of DPmages
in Thailand. U.N. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East.
Flood Control Series, No. 3. Bangkok, 1952. DAS M79.7 U58f.

... An analysis of rainfall data during the rainy season is
presented (pp 24o-243). A small table compares the average
rain for the year with the average rain in the rainy season
for six regions in Thailand. (SJR)

31. Kanchanalak, Boonchob. Some Aspects of Hydrological Features of
the Me Ping River Basin and the Yanhee Reservoir. 5 PP. Bangkok,
1961. DAS M79/593 Kl6so.

... Presents the results of the research investigation on the
hydrological aspects conducted on the Me Ping River basin for
the Yanhee Project. The purpose of this report is to present
some aspects of hydrological features of the river basin.
Discusses briefly floods and evaporation observed at the dam-
site. Some charts are presented. (V'R)

32. Kendrew, W.G. The Climates of the Continents. Fifth Edition.
6o8 pp. London, 7 61. DAS 8 K33c.
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32. (cont)
...Discusses in Chapter XXI the climate of Indonesia-Borneo-New

Guinea-Southeast Asia as an area. Items discussed are air masses
and winds, temperature, rainfall, and typhoons. Presents Bangkok
Labular sunuaries (over the period) of monthly and annuUl mean
rainfall; mean and mean daily extremes and daily range of tem-
peratures for the warmest and coolest month; annual range of
temperature; and annual absolute extreme temperatures. Period

of record varies by element.

CLIMAr'I0 MAPS. Includes a map (scale [1:70 00o 000]
determined from graticules) of area from the Iquator-50"N
latitude and 95°-150"E longitude with generalized tracks of
typhoons. (VTR)

33. Kenedy, J.G. et aI. Moisture-strength characteristics of
selected soils in Thailand Vol I - Analyses and Application of
Data - Vol II - Basic data. US Army Engineer Waterways Experi-
ment Ste., Vicktourg, Miss. Tech Rpt No. 3-791. AD 820220. Aug
1967. Both Vols in IPB Files.

...Soil moisture, soil strength, and other relevant data were
collected in Thailand during ? wet seasons and 1 dry season for
use in the development of methods to predict soil trafficability
for off-road ground-contact vehicles in SE Asia. Data were collec-
ted at 75 test sites distributed in 8 geographic areas which had
differences in soils, weather regimes, terrain, and land use.

From data coliected monthly at the (5 sites, specific soil
strength-moisture relations were derived to depict the changes
in strength that corresponded to changes in moisture content.
From data collected daily at 17 sites, specific soil-m.Asture
prediction relations were derived foll~wing procedures developed
for sites in the US. Results bhowed that the prediction methods
were applicable to Thailand sites that were well drained.
Modifications in the methods should be developed to account
for the influence of water tables when present. Similarities
In specific prediction relations between Thailand and the
western hemisphere indicated that the development of average
prediction relations is feasible.

Descriptions of Thailand and study areas are given in
Appendix A. An application of the Thailand data, the deriva-

tion of a general soil-moisture map for Sotith Vietnam, is
given in Appendix B. The basic data are summarized in Vol. II,
AD 812-21. (Author)
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34. Koeppe, Clarence and DeLong, George C. Weather and Climate.
341 pp. New York-Toronto-London, 1958. DAS M K78wea.

... Includes monthly and annual mean temperatures (*F) and mean
precipitation amounts (inches) summarized over an unspecified
period for Bangkok. (VTR)

35. Linke, Franz. Meteorologisches Taschenbuch. 'Meteorological
Handbook]. 2nd edition. 806 pp. (In Germn). Leipzig, 1962.
DAS M B351m.

.. Includes, over specified periods, tabular monthly and annual
summaries of mean amouat of precipitation in millimeters (1910-
1939), and mean number of days with precipitation (1907-918,
1926) for Bangkok. (AEG)

36. Mruyama, Eizo. Rice hultivation and Water Balance in Thailand.
Geophysical Magazine, Tokyo, 33(4) 337-354 Dec 1967. Figs,
tables, refs, English summary, p 337. DAS P Col.

.. .The relation between agrometeorological dage and water
balance in Thailand is presented. The most Important weather
factor in rice cultivation in Thailand is rainfall, but factors
such as runoff, water storage on the soil, and evapotranspiration
have their influence on the occurrence of flood damage to rice
crops. Consumptive use of water in rice growing (amount of water
required for rice cultivation) is estimated by computing water
balance; the value for the central, norther-i and northeastern
regions is 1100 am ad for the southern region, liXk m. (Author)

37. Meyer, Mvi~n P. Car !rsoc of lqneeriN Erorties of

Selected Ti e ig let Surfs, Soil. US
gineer Watervts I perent -ta. icksburg, Miss. Advaned

Res. Projects Agency & US Army Nateriel Comia, Wash DC. Tech
Rpt No. 3-T32, Jum 1966. 238 pp, 26 refs. AD)~6~8

... Field and laboratory testit vere cooducted on 11 fine-grained
soils from the temperate climt of the US and 16 fine-grained
*oils from the tropical climate* of Puerto Rico, Panem Canal
Zone, Rawaii, end Thailand to determine the trafficaility and
other engineering properties of the soils. Soils were collected
from the 6- to 12-in. laer for a wide rag of parent mteria.s.

13
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37. (coat)

Temperate and tropical soils of each parent material were
selected on the basis of their similarity in the Unified Soil
Classification System and in topographic position. A comparison
of physical, mineralogical, and chemical properties, and re-
malts of standard and special engineering tests indicate, vith
few exceptions, no significant differences between temperate
and tropioal soils from a similar parent material. It is con-
cluded that temperate and tropical soils of similar parent
material and Atterberg limits generally have other engineering
properties that are similar and behave similarly when subjected
to standard and special engineering laboratory tests. D" feorences
in behavior between soils from each of the climates can be asso-
ciated with differences in Atterberg limits. (Author)

38. Meyer, Marvin P. Trafficability Classification of Thailand
Soils. US Army Ingineei Waterways 2xperiment Sta., Vicksburg,
Miss. US &",y Materiel Commnd. Tech Rpt No. 3-753, Jan 1967.
137 PP, 15 refs. AD 808540.

...Pertinent soil trafficability data were collected during the
wet seaso at 8W sites in Thailand. The soils were identified
accordi4g to the Unified Sol!-- iisficat ia System and the US
Dept of Agriculturt textual classifioation system. Two goeneral
tapngrp~hi posi tion., (highi topograhy and low topopapbhy) and
two genral levels of wetness were considered. A scheme for
classffyiAg soils according to their trafficaility was de-
velowd. The scheme lists the soil types in order of decreasing
trafficability under each of t1aee topography vetness-level
catwgories and e' ve the probability of successful passage on
each soil for vehicles of known soil-strength requirements. The
schena permits the estimation of the probability of a success-
ful operation for given soil type, toporephy, and wetness-
level conditions. If a choice of several r*utes and vehicles is
available, the determination of the vehicles with the best

am oeo of success over a given route or of the best route for
gven vehicles can be made. (Author)

30. MIchigrAn, Unlv. of. Analysis of Geographic and Climatic
Factors in Coastal S1 Asia Dept of Geography, Ann Arbor,
*ch. Mar iW, Report 11. 04231-1-F, 178 pp, 31 illus. and
30 tables. DAB M(051) M6 'ana.
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39. (cont)

...Included in this study are climatic controls, and climatic
elements of temperature, precipitation, droughts, rainy days,
dry days, varlowm categories of precipitation, relative
humidity, cool days, etc., by month for stations in Thailand,
There are also ihapters on soils and trafficability and maps
of typhoon tracks, temperature graphs, precipitation, and
prevailing vinds. (AIZ)

40. Miller, Arthur A. Climatology Ninth Edition. 320 pp. London,
1961. DAS M83 M647c 1961.

... On pages 156-157 is a brief textual description of the
climate of Siam [Thailand]. (VW'

41. .'ne-haroen, Lek et al. Soil Series Survey of Selected Study
Areas in Thailand Appenuix D: Soil Survey of the Pran Bui
Area. Land Development Dept Bangkok (Thailand) Sol1&iie
Div. Rept. for Jul-Sep 64, Aug-Sep 65. Aug 66, 27 p. AIMCR-
3-156-App-D. AD 489701.

...The soil survey conducted in the Pran Buri study area
covered an area of approximately 570 sq km (22o sq mi).
Reconnaissance was made along all accessible roads and
tracks. Soils were studied at road cuts and at exposures
along drainage channels. In areas if good accessibility,
borings and profile pits were made in order to study the soil
in greater detail. Between 15 and 2) observations per square
kilometer were recorded. Detailed fi-ld data were mapped on
air photos at a scale of 1:20 000, thcP t:--Ansferred rldc the
air photos to Series L70.6 Army Map Serv, e t-opcIrmphc maps
at a scale of 1:50 000. (Author Abet.)

Ohman, Howard L. Climatic Atlas of Southeast Asia, Tech Rpt
ES-19, ESD, U.S. Army Materiel Oomwnd, U.S. kumy Natick Labs.,
Natick, mass., 94 pp, 87 maps, Dec 1965. AD 632876.

...Maps (87) present the distribution in SE Asia (Thailand.
Vietnam, Laos, >mbodia, Burma S. of 25N. latitude, and the
peninsular portion of ; -laysia) of various climatic statistics
of temperature, r~Anfall, and the temperature-humidity index.
Maps for each month if the year have been prepared for: mean
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4 . (cont)

monthly temperature, mean daily maximum temperature, mean
daily minimum temperature, absolute maximum temperature, mean
monthly rainfall, mean number of rainy days per month, and
mean daily temperature-humidity index for the warmest hour of
the day. Single maps of mean annual rainfall, the physiograph
of the region, and of the names and location of climatic sta-
tions are also included. The maps are drawn in considerable
detail having been based not only on the available climatic
data, but also on the distribution of mountain ranges, major
water bodies, and other geographic features. A brief text
discusses the preparation of the maps and describes a few of
the important distributional aspects of climate shown by the

maps. (Author)

43. Orgill, M.M. Availability of Meteorological Data in Southeast
. Pacific Southwest Forest and Range ExperimeLt Station,

Forest Service, U.S.D.A., Berkeley, Calif., 1968. 50 pp, 7
refs, 9 figs. AD 834460.

... This burvey indicates what type of meteorological data is
available within the respective countries of Southeast Asia;
Thailand is covered pages 14-24. In addition to type of
equipment and station location, the period of record and date
stations began taking observations is included. (ALS)

44. Pacific Science Congress. Proceedings of the Ninth Pacific
Science Congre .. .1957, Vol. 13, Meteorology. 318 pp.
Bangkok, 1959. DAS M(06) P117p 1957 V.13.

... On pages 79-80 are textual notes on the climate of
Thailand. (VTrR)

45. Pendleton, Robert L. Thailand: Aspects of Landscape and Life.
321 pp. New York, 1962. DAS 915.93 P396t.

... Discusses, in Chapter IV, the climate of Thailand as a whole,
and by regions. Items discussed are the monsoon and its seasons,
rainfall, temperature, and climatic regions. Presents, for
Bangkok. monthly climographs of mean and extreme rainfall; .Axi-
mum ralnall in 24 hours; mean number of rainy days; mean, mean
extreme, and absolute extreme temperatures; mean number of days

16
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45. (cont)

with maximum temperature > 900F, and mean number of days with
minimum temperature < 70*F. No period of record is given for
these climographs. The source also contains a list of the major
meteorological stations in Thailand.

Contains maps, scale in not indicated (about 1:26 000 ooo),
of Thailand with mean rainfall and mean temperature for Jan,
Apr, Jul and Oct by hatched areas. No period of record is
specified. (VTR)

46. Philbrick, A.K. Mean Temperature and Precipitation for Selected
Soutaeast Asian Stations. 1 graph. (1954J. DW Map Division.

...A graph showing the monthly mean temperature ('F) and mean
total amount of precipitation (inches) for selected southeast
Asian stations is included. This graph presents these sumaries
for Bangkok based on data for 84 years (temperature) and 55
years (precipitation). W.ris source is in the collection of
climatic maps for Indochina in the Map Division at DLC. (ANG)

47. Philco-eord. ChaaMt Handbook. Vol. 1, "Physical Environ-
ment," Prep. for Advanoed Res. Pro. Agency, Off. See. of
Defense, Philco-Ford Project R-104OO, (Otract No. DA HM04-
67-C-0002, Joint Thai-U.S. Military Res. & Develop. Center,
Bangkok, 1967, 800 p, tables. AD 828338.

...Contains general summary of physical environment information.
This includes information on temperature, rainfall, winds,
visibility, and relative humidity. Further physical dtcriptioc
of soils, surface water, and ground water conditions are given.
(ALS)

48. RanLkrishnan, K.P. et al. Upper Air Climatology of India and
Neig bourhood in the Monsoon Seasons, India Met. Dept. Symposium
on Monsoons of the World, Feb 195; New Delhi, 1960.
DAB 1453.21 S989sy.

.The paper presents 48 maps shoving: the normal distrlbution
of temperatures at the standard isobaric surfaces of 850, 700,
500, 300, 200 and 100 mb and winds at the standard heights of
1.5, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 16 km for the months of May, Jun, and Jul,
representing the southwest monsoon season; and Nov, representing

17
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48. (cont)
the northeast monsoon season, based on pilot balloon and radar/
ravin ascents made in India. Available upper air data (up to
the end of 1956) of neighboring countries. including Thailand,
have been utilized in draving the isotherms, streamlines, L,'d
isotache. All saps are on a scale of [1:60 000 ow]. (SJR)

49. Ramaey, B. Upper Winds in the Southeast Asia-West Australia
R Meteorological Dgazine 8 4 (l):pp 372-377. 1955.

AS X(05) 0786..
... Contains a survey of upper winds centered along the meridian

of 110 for Apr, Jul, and Oct 1953 and Jan 1954. The author
describes the data used and presents cross-sections for each
month; also compares t$,se cross-sections with other meridional
cross-sections. This s9dy is based on data from a number of
stations in the area. These stations include Chiengmai, Bangkok,
and Songkla in Thailand. (AEG)

50. Bojanasoonthan, Santhad. Great Soil Group Surey of Selected
Study Areas in Thailand, Vol. Sm y Report. Kasetsart Univ.
Bangkok (Thailand) Jun 66 637WP. Contract ARPA Order-400.
AEISCR-3-150-Vol 1. AD 4883 14. (See also Vol 2, AD 488315).

... This report presents a summary of the methods and techniques
used in the survey and describes: 1) the physiographic regions
of Thailand and their occurrence within the study areas. 2) the
great soil groups identified in this survey: 3) the map units
and the occurrence of these map units in the physiographic
regions of Thailand and 4) the general soil conditions of
Southeast Asia. Interim reports for each of the 7 study areas
were prepared and are included in Appendix A through G in Vol
2 (AD 488315). Each report includes a general description of
the environmental conditions of the study area as related to
the individual soils mapped. The maps presented in the Appendix
are to be considered as reconnaissance soil maps because of the
small map scale used and the minimum amount of work performed
in the field, particularly in areas without reasonable access
routes. (Author)

18
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51. Sakornratana, Kachit. Observational Studies on Southwest
Monsoon Weather over Thailand. Presented at the 2nd U.S.-Asian
Weather Sympopium, John Ray AB, Philippines, 13-17 Feb 61. 3 P
text, 13 figs. IPB Files.

...This discussion is confined to the various surface pressure
systeaL that are associated with the weather patterns during
the southwest monsoon period. It is a good article for weather
forecasting during the SW monsoon period. One of the charts
gi';es the mean monthly position of I11 over SE Asia; others
show streamlines of prevailing wind flow (surface and upper
air), typical tracks of tropical cyclones, and areas of cloudi-
ness. (ALS)

52. Sangthongloun, Yongyuth. Topogaphic Parameters in Evaluating
Runoff. SEATO Graduate School of Egineering, Thesis No. 135.
Bangkok, Thailand. 1966. EARI Ref 33476/TB. IPB Files.

... General discussion c monsoon, intertropical front, cyclonic
disturbances, and rainfall. Average rainfall over g
(Table 3.1 p 31), and monthly rainfall for Pranburi, King Kra
Chan, and Rua Hin given in Appendix VI. (ALS)

53. Schutz, C. Monsoonal Influences on Wind, Rain, and Cloud
throughout SE Asia: A St&y Covering the Peninsula and the
Archipelago, Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. Nemowrdua RM
5Fl5 PRY Oct 1967. 152 pp, 25 figs, tables. AD 661373. IS
Files (oversize).

...A general discussion of air masses, ICZ and monsoon circu-
lation, tropical cyclones, convergence lines and zones, the
southwest monsoon and southeast trades, etc., for Timor, Ceram
and Celebes, Java and Sumatra, Mala, eo, Burma, land,
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. This discuSb. is followed by mps
(wind roses, streamlines, etc.) and tables of winds, precipita-
tion, and cloud cover for numerous stations, by season. (Author)

54. Srinkapaibulaya, Sa-ard. Study of Rain .Gaue Networks over the
Central Plain of Thailand. U.N. Economic Comm. for Asia and ar
East. Flood Control Series, NO. 15:102-105. 1960. 3 figs, 6
tables. DAB (M79 U58hy).

19
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54. (cit)

The precipitation data, collected by 29 automatic rain gage
stations and 480 nonautomatic stations, are studied with
tabulated data and correlation curves. The study is made in
order to establish the relationships between the rain-gage
density and the corresponding error in computing the average
depth rainfall for a given drainage basin. The method and
procedure of analysis and evaluation of the tabulated
results are described in detail and final relationships
between errors and precipitation in the investigated area
are summarized in the conclusin for different areas, per re-
cording gage (from 200-1000 km per gage). (Author)

55. Sternstela, L. Rainfall of Thailand. Indiana Univ. Founda-
tion Res. Div., Bloomington, Ind. Final Report, 15 Aug 62,
149 pp, illus., tables, maps. DAS M57.2 S839ra.

... This report is a major contribution on the rainfall of
the area. The monograph is based on the 48 synoptic stations
of the Meteorological Dept. Mean monthly and annual rainfall
maps and tables are shown based on 1951-60. The average
number of days with a trace of rain or none, 0.1 to 10 mm,
10.1 to 35 -, 35.1 to 90 mm, and over 90 mm are given in a
table for each month. The number of occurrences of rain for
each month-hour for each year (1937-59) is given in figures
for Bangkok. Graphs of mean hourly rainfall are also given.
Intensity, variability, dry spells, and spacing of rains are
discussed. The country is divided into climatic regions based
primarily on the rainfall amounts and seasons. (ALS)

56. Sturgill, Lester G., and Staff. Tropical Propagation
Research (U), Jansky and Bailey Egineering Dept., ShirleyRwy., at Ndsall Road, Alex., Va. 22314, Advanced Res.
Projects Agency, Wash., D)C,, 31 Tun 1966. AD 660318. IPB
Files.

•...This final report, Vol. I, presents the results obtained

fro the first phase of an extensive experimental and theore-
tical research program on radio-wave propagation in the
environment of a tropical, thickly-vegetated jungle. Although

aimed primarily at the problems encountered by ground based,
tactical radio communications systems, the uh:asured data and
the results derived therefrom are general enough to have
applications in the field of electromagnetic surveillance

20
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56. (coet)

and intrusion detection. The experimental work during this first
phase has been carried out in Thailand in a geographical area
classified as a wet-dry, or monsoon, tropical region. (Author)

57. Tannehill, Ivan R. Weather Around The World. 2nd ed. Princeton
Univ. Press, 1952. 212 pp, 59 figst 5 tables. DAB M T166 we.

... Discusses briefly the climate of Thailand. Presents for
Bangkok monthly tabular summaries (over the period) of mean
daily maximum and minimum temperatures (*F), mean relative
humidity (%), mean number of rainy days, mean cloudiness (%),
highest, and lowest temperatures of record. Period of record is
not indicated. (Author)

58. Thailand. Average Annual Rainfall for the Period 1903-193L.
Map No. 20054-B N.P.D. DLC Map Division.

... One map of Thailand shows the average annual rainfall for
the period 1903-1937 on a scale of 1:5 000 OO.Isohyets range
from under 500 - to over 4,000 m. (SJR)

59. Thailand. Average Rainfall During the Irrigation Season from
Jun-Nov. Map No. 20054-A. N.P.D. Ree'd at DLC Map Div. Mar 1959.

... One map shows the average rainfall in Thailand during the
irrigation season from Jun-Nov. The period of record is 1903-
1937 with a map scale of 1:5 000 000. Isohyets rag from less
than 500 - to over 4000 m. (SJR)

60. Thailand. Se2randu on th Studies of the

Dawite. Ba~tok 1959. DA MT9/593 T6m

... Discusses the flood of the He Pin River at the Bhumiphol
Deaite during the period, Sep 22-0ct 1959. Includes charts,
graphs, and tabular data concerning this flood. (VTR)
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61. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Annual Meteorological Data
for the Year 1946-1950. (In Thai and English). Bangkok, 1952.
DAS M06.1/593 T364an.

... Contains for 22-33 stations monthly and annual tabular
summaries for each year (1946-1950) of: mean and extreme
pressures (ub); mean, mean maximum and mean minimum tempera-
tures (*C); extreme temperatures with dates of occurrence;
mean relative humidity (%) at 0700, 1300 and 1900; mean
cloud amount (0-i0) at 0700, 1000, 1300 and 1600; total
amount of rainfall; maximum precipitation in 24 hours with
date; total number of rainy days; total number of days with
thunderstorms, lightning, thunder, fog, haze, dew, hail and
squalls; frequency of wind direction (number of obs); mean
wind force (0-12) Beaufort Scale; maximum wind force with
direction and date of occurrence; mean evaporation per day
().AS)

62. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. An Investigation of Typhoons
and Tropical Depressions. Bangkok, Royal Thai, Navy, 1959.
(In English and Thai). DAS M15.23T364 (oversize).

... Gives monthly and yearly, typhoon tracks from 1947 through
1956. Chiefly charts and tables. (ALS)

63. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Average Semi-monthly Rainfall

for Selected Stations in Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand, Jan
1965. DS M77.2/593 T364av.-

.. This report presents the half-month average of rainfall in
inas, together with stodard deviation for each 3-hr period for
14 stations covering a period of 10 years (1951-60). (ALS)

64. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Climate. Thailand, Natu;:e and
Industry. Bangkok, 1951. DLC D8562 .T52 V.2.

... Contains a chapter on the climate of Thailan. Discusses
the most important climatic features (rainfall, tenperature,
prevailing winds, pressure, fog, seasons, conditions of the
aea) of the country by areas (northern, northeastern, central
plain, southern wnd the Gulf of Thailand). Includes tabular
monthly and annual summries for an unspecified period of
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64. (cont)

mean temperature ("C), relative humidity (%), cloud amount
(0-10), rainfall (m) and pressure (ab) at 0700 for Uttaradit,
Chienginai, Nakhon Rajasima, Udon Thani, Aranyaprathes, Nakhon
Savai, Bandon, Jsradihvas and Chanthaburi. The source also
contains graphs shoving mean moathly values of total rainfall
(m) and temperature ("C) for Chiengrai, Chienhi, Roi Et,
Udon Thani, Pitsanuloke, Bangkok, Chanthaburi, Songkhla,
Chumphon, and Phuket; graphs comparing daily values of
temperature for Apr and Jan T'or Chienguai, Nmkhon Rajasima,
Lapburi and Bandon. Maps also included. (ALS)

65. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Climate of Thailand. A map
prepared in Aug 1961, printed in Oct 1961. CIA Map Library.
H503-9 137645.

A large scale map of Thailand shoving for each station
(19 in number) by bar graphs the monthly and annual rainfall
(am); and by a line curve the annual march of temperature; by
coloring the climatic r-gions for the country (Savanna climate,
tropical monsoon climate and tropical rain forest), scale:
1:1 000 000. (ALS)

66. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Climatological Data. 90 pp.
(In Thai and Eglish). Bangkok. DAS IS.3/593 T364cI.

... Discusses temperature, rainfall, relative humidity,
cloudiness, thunderstorms, surface winds, and typhoons in
jjy&ij_. Contains a list of meteorological stations and
explanatory notes concerning observations and instruments.
Includes monthly and annual tabular sumaries over the period
(1943-1952) for 24 individual stations of mean, man maxia
and mean minimum pressures (mb); extreme pressures vith dates
of occurrence; san, man mximm and mean minimum temperatures
(7F); extrem temperatures vith dates of occurrence; seen,
mean =Aeicz and man mini um relative humidity (%); met:
number of days vith thunderstorm, thunder, lightnin, dew,
hail, haze. fr4 and squall; frequency wind direction (8 points
and c1x) , mean 4 nd foree (Beaufort Scale); mximm vind force
vith data of occurrence; men rainfall (m); meen number of
rainy days; maxis= wutuxP of reinfall in 24 hours with date of
occurrence; man ewtpcration; emmn visibility (0-9) at 0700,
130o aud Ix); .. cioud ,mwAot (o-8) at 0700, 1000, 1300 and
1600. The Qrce alo ,;ontainu for Bangkok only zoothlyj summries yeer-by.-yaer I?5i-1955) of actinometric observatloas
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66. (coat)

which include black and bright bulb in vacuo (0c), maximum
black and bright bulb with dates of occurrence.

CLIMATIC MAIPS. Contains polychrme maps (scale 1:18 000 000
determined from graticules) of Thailand with mean monthly rain-
fall (intervals of 0-25, 25-50, 50-75, 75-125, 125-200, 20-
300, 300-400, 400-500 and 500 .i); mean monthly temperature
(intervals of 18-20, 20-22, 22-24, 24-26, 26-28, 28-30, 30-
32 and 32-34) 'A degrees centigrade. No period of record Is
specified. (VTi)

67. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Mean Values of Wind, Visibi-
lity, Altitude of Cloud Base, Temperature and Dew Point over
a Ten Year Period, 15-1960. DAS M82.2/593 T364me.

... Presents man monthly data (1951-196o) for Don Muang,
ianae, Songkhla and hkhon Ratchasias. The data includes

mean of occurrences of specified ceiling and visibility and
height of low clouds covering > 4/8 of sky at each synoptic
hour, wind direction and speed at each synoptic hour, wind
direction and speed with specified visibility and/or low
cloud heights covering > 4/8 of sky and occurrences of
specified ranges of dry bulb temp and dew point at 00, 06,
12 aM 18 GMT. (ALs)

68. Thailand. Mteorological Dept. [Miscellaneous Paprs]. Bangkok,
1956-1959. DB MD6.2/593 T364i.

... A collection of miscellaneous papers. Includes the fo1lwing:
discuslon -n the climte of ha gin and Bandon (topopaphy,
temperature, relative huldlty, cloudness, rainfall, visibi-
lity, thunertorms, typWboo an s urf&"e vinds); teta notes

an the distribution of thunerstorm days in ThailaW; an e#4vmt
of the drcuhts experienoed in certain parts of Thailand during
the year 1954; climatic eonition along he est ooeat fo
*Wmlburl to Sattahlb. This sore presents tabular iaries
over the period for 1-4.6 stations within the period 1932-1958.
The nthly and aml s ries consist of "ma, men extraw
a&M absolute extrus temperatures (OC); emn, mea extremi
aM absolut. extr relative huamiities (%); man bourly re-
lative bmIldIty and temperature; men cloudiness (0-10); aom

ra i anouwnt (em); ma omber of days with clear skies
(0-2/10), raln, thodrstorw and lightnin and tbaertam.
The monthy uinares Include wind direction fr*eqaq'
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68. (coat)

mean wind force (Beaufort Scale); mean maximum wind force; san
number of days with fog, mist and thunderstorms. The seasonal
(NX monsoon, let transition, SW monsoon and 2nd transition)
sum aries are mean, mean extreme and absolute extre tempera
tures ('C). The source also contains, for 43-45 stations,
tabular annual extreme vind velocity (Beaufort Scale) with
date of c',currence during the period 1937-1955 And total
number of days with thunderstorms and with thunderstorms and
lightning 8uarized for each year (1948-1957) and over the
period.

CLIMATIC MAPS. Contains a map, scale 1:6 000 000, of
Thailand with mean annual rainfall (intervals of 600-laD0,
1200-2x)O, 2000-25W, 2500-5000 and > 5000 mr) by hatched areas.
No period of record is specified. (VR)

69. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. n and Annual Rainfall of
Thailand with Departure fros Normal (For Period from 1911 to

... This report presents the actual monthly and annusl rainfall
for about forty-five stations in Thailand as wll as the monthly
normals for the same 50-year period. (AS)

70. Thailand. Meteorologial Dept. M 2MK of to lo
D , -,, 12W. (In Thai and bals). gi &S U0)6.1/593 T364.

... Contsans data for about 46 stations in Thailand; mnathly
tbl summarles for each year of mean and absolute extr=@
pressures (sb); msn, extrm and absolute extram tmiwaturos
('C); en dew point ('C); man and abeolute extraw rlativ
humdities (5); daily rmwe presou and tmersture; mmn
cludless (0-0); total reamall (mn); total anier of raeAy
days; maxlmi rainfall in 24 hours with date of occureno;rainfall departurt from norma; toa tvprtlo (m); pr--

valliAng wind direction; man wind force (Beaufort Scale);lalmim wind fore (Besufort S-,ale); total mber of das8
with dew, fog, har*, hall, thunderstorms, squall&, dust-
storm, lightning, thunder and clear, partly cloudy, cloudy,
and ov*rcst skies ar included. The source also includes a
genral wather pmmiry for e"=h moath. (VWR)
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71. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Monthly Temerature: 24 Year
Records 1937-1960. DAs M82.3/593 T 3 o.

.. .This is a large fold-out map showing the monthly temperature
distribution. Map scale is 1:3 000 000; period of record is
A937-60; isolines and colored areas give respective tempera-
ture. (ALS)

72. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Monthly and Annual Rainfall of

T and, 146-...( (In Thai and English). Bangkox.
DAB M06.1/593 T364m.

...Cntains, for 92-350 stations in Thailand, monthly and
anual tabular summaries for each year with total rainfall
(m), normal rainfall, total number of rainy days (0.1 m),
rainfall departure from normal, and maximum rainfall in 24
hours with date of occurrence. The source also includes, for

78 stations, monthly and annual n-rmals of rainfall and number
of miuy days based on tPe period 1932-1952.

CLIMATIC MAPS. Contains the following: maps, scale 1:6 000 000,
of Thailand with norml annual rainfall (no period of record is
given) ad se individual years by hatched areas; maps scale
1:10 000 000 of area 15"S-45"1 latitude and 66*1-150"1 longi-
tude with typhoon tracks for 1955 and 1956. (vTR)

73. Thailand. Netorological Dept. Pilot Balloon Dataj i936-1954.
(In Thai and nlish). Bangkok. DAS MD6.7/591 T364p.

... Contans daily observationa and monthly sumries of pilotS&loo data (wind direction and speed) at specified levels,
visibility (ks), types of clm4 and amunt for stations, time
and period as follows: Dn Nuang t OOO, 1200 (1936-1940),
0100 an 1000 LOT (1949-1954); Pitmauloke at 0600, 1200
(1936-194a0) and 1000 Lor (1.952-1954); iwrat at 0600 and law0
Urr (1938-1940); Bankok at 04,0o, 07t0,o 1000, 1600 and 2000
UIM (1949-1954); Ohiuow at 0700, 1000 and 2'200 18! (1949..
1954); Worn mazi at 0700 aW 10 LST (1949-1954); &~khl&
at 10O0 a* 22DO LOT (1951-1954); akorn ;,hIasima at 1000 and
22D LST (1951-1954). Not all times either mouths are available
for every station. (frlR)
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74. Thailand. Meteorological Dept. Office of the Prime Minister,
Bangkok. Mean Percentage of Winds over Thailand. (1951-1960)
SARI 32798/TH.

... Data of virface wind observation at 48 observing stations
in Thailamd for the period of 1951-1960 have been compiled.
The month y ean percentage of occurrences of concurrent wind
speed and ;irection ithin specified ranges is then obtained.
(ALS)

75. Thailand. Ministry of National Development. Nobility Environ-
mental Research Study in Thailand. "Interim Reports on the
Great Soil Group Survey," III: Chiang Mai Study Area by S.
Rojanasoonthon, Soil Survey Division, Bangkok, JUn 1965. 12
refs, aps. 30 pp. AD 480682.

...A general description is given of the area, physiogaphy,
geology, soil forming materiels, climate vegetation, land
use, and hydrography. A more detailed description of the
nature of the soils and a description of the soil mapping
units are included. (ALS)

76. Thailand. National Office of Statirtics. Statistical
Bibligra . "An Annotated Bibliography of Thailand Govern-
sent Statistical Publications," Office of the Prime Minis-
ter, pp 95-98. Census T32 A4, 1964.

... In the chaAter "Meteorological Departmwnt more than 40
publications, papers and/or pamphlets (In g glish, unless
otherwise specified) are liated on weather and climate, for
Thailand. These are not listed in WHO No. 174, Tp. 8 "cat-
log of meteorological data for research." (ALS)

77. Thailand. hatioal Statistical Office. Statistical Yearbook
1M, R am.. Dsri. Office of the Prime Mieti r. Cevus

a...Table 1 contains a summary of etoeorological data for
Cqn at Cho Bul station, FOR 1956-1966. Ilems!ts covered are:
man monthly pressures, topo,-tures, rainfall temperature ex-
utrems, mean number of days vita ",min and m" relative hmMAIty.
(AILS)
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76. Thailand. National Statistical Office. Statistical Yearbook
196, hagwat Chiang Mai. Office of the Prime Minister.Census T32C43 A64, 1966.

...Table 1 contains a sumary of meteorological data for
Changwat Chiang Mai station. POIR 1956-1966. Elements covered
are: mean monthly pressures, temperatures, rainfall tempera-
ture extremes, mean number of days with rain and mean rela-
tive humidity. (ALS)

79. Thailand. National Statistical Office. Statistical Yearbook

1966, at Phitsanulok. Office of the Prime Minister.
Census T32P -A84, 1966.

...Table 1 contains a summary of meteorological data for
Changat Phitsanulok station. POR 1956-1Q66. Elements covered
are: mean monthly pressures, temperatures, rainfall temperpature
extremes, mean number of days with rain and mean relativ humi-
dity. (ALS)

80. Thailand. National Statistical Office. Statisti al Yearbook
1966, Ch ak t Udon Thani Office of the Prime Minister.
Census T32UD7 A6, 1.966

... Table 1 contains a summary of meteorological data for Udorn
Thani station. POR 1956-1966. Elements covered are: mean monthly
pressures, temperatures, rainfall temperature extremes, mean
number of days lith rain and mean relative humidity. (ALS)

81. Thailand. Royal Thai Survey Dept. Average Temperature. 1964.
Map. EARl Ref. Br. O0111/TH.

.. Map of Thailand showing mean annual temperature. Temp values
are divided into 3 different categories, 24'-260, 26 -28*C and
28"-30"C. Period of record is up to 24 years (1937-1960). Mar
scale Is 1:2 500 000. (RAG)

82. Thailand. Royal Thai Survey Dept. Average Pressure in Millibars.

Map. EARI Ref. Br. 00109/11. (1964)
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82. (cont)

... Map of Thailand shoving mean annual pressure. Four divisions
of pressure values are shown which range from 1008.5 to 1010.5
ob. Period of record is up to 10 years (1951-1960). Scale of
map is 1:2 500 000. (RWG)

83. Thailand. Royal Thai Survey Dept. Annual Ivaporation in
Millimeters. 1964. N. EARl, Ref. Br. 00108/TB.

.Map of Thailand shoving annual evaporation in m. Eapora-
tion amounts are divided into 7 categories ranging from less
than 500 m to greater than 1200 am. Period of record is up to
14 years. Map scale is 1:2 500 000. (RAG)

84. Thailan6 - U.S. Military Research & Development Center.
Cha at Handbook, Vol. -, Physical Wnviroemnt. Bangkok,
Thailand. 1967. 600 p, tables. AD 828338.

... Chapter IV includes a discussion on the weather and climate of
Changwat Nakhon Phanom. Climatic briefs are included for several
stat'ons, as well as yearly data (1963). Tables of man monthly
and annual rainfall for Nkhon Phanom (19U-1960), kdahan
(1934-1960), are included. Other data include 5-yr averages of
rainfall, mean number of days with rainfall, and thunderstorms.
Several monthly rainfall and annual rainfall maps, a mean
annal number of r!ny days, mean annual intensity of rainfall,
monthly temperature maps, and other climatic data are included.
(AIS)

85. Thompson, Will F. Analogs of Canal Zone Climate in India and
Southeast Asia. U.S. Quartermaster Res. & Mg. Center. kviron-
mental Protection Res. Div. Technical Report EP-91. Natick,
1958. DAS H86 U585t. AD 2o6427.

..The area covered in this report includes Thailand. The
following combinations of elements were studied: mean tempera-
ture of the warmest and coldest month, mean daily maximum
temperature of the warmest month, mean daily minimum tempera-
ture of the coldest mont?-, mean daily temperature range of the
warmest month, mean annual precipitation. me" precipitation
for the wettest month, number of wet months, relative humidity
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85. (cont)

of the driest month, mean cloud cover of the wettest month
and mean wind speed of the wettest month. Contains for Bangkok
monthly and annual tabular auwAries over the period (17 )ears)
of mean, mean daily maximum and mean daily minimum temperatures
(*F); mean total precipitation (inches); mean clouiness (tenths);
mean relative humidity (%), and mean wind speed (mph).

Contains maps with numerical values of mean temperature for
the warmest month, mean daily maximum temperature for the warmest
month, mean temperature for the coldest month, mean daily m'ni-
atm temperature for the coldest month, mean daily temperature
range for the warmest month, mean annual precipitation, mean
precipitation for the wettest month, mean number of wet months,
mean relative humidity for the driest month, mean clouuiness
for the wettest month, mean wind speed for the wettest month
and composite analogous areas. (Author)

86. Tongsanga, Snit. A Preliminary Report on the Combination of
Plachon (Ophicephalus Striatus Bloch) and Tilapia (Tilapia
Mossasibica Peters) in Thailand. Journal of the National Research
Council of Thailand. Vol. 2, No. 2, May 1961. DLC Annex Oruntalia

... Graphs are given of mean monthly rainfall at 21 stations. In
contrast to other parts of SE Asia maximum rainfall occurs during
the retreat of the monsoon in Aug and Sep. On the west coast of
the Gulf of Thailand the maximum is in Oct and Nov. Table 1
ives the mean monthly number of thunderstorm days at 4 stations.

87. United Nations. Bureau of Flood Control, Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East. Methods and Problems of Flood
Control in Asia and the Far East. Flood Control Series No. 2.
Bangkok, 1951. DAS M79.7 U5dw'

... Discusses on Inge 17 the methods and problems of flood con-
trol in Thailand. (VTR)

88. United Nations. Committee for CAordination of Investigations of
the Lover Mekong Basin, Lower Mekong Hydrologic Yearbook, 1965.
Thailand, 1967. 392 p. Almost entirely tables and charts. Text
and legends in English and French. DAS (M79/596 u583Lo).
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88. (cont)

... Contains stream flow, sediment, precipitation, evaporation
and wind data for stations in the 4 riparian countries
(TiLm, Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam) and seismic data for
the Chiang ai and the Songkhla stations in Thailand. Loca-
tions of hydrologic meteorologic stations are shom on a map
of the Lower Mekong Basin. Precipitation data consist of daily
data from recording rain gages at the stations. An isohyetal
map developed from the annual data of 382 stations is included.
The evaporation and wind data were obtained from Class A eva-
poration pans and anemometers, resp. The seismic data include
information on instrumentation, period of record, and a map
of epicenter locations during 1963-1965. (ALS)

89. USAF, AWS, 1st Weather Wing. Climate of Thailand. Det 51, APO
San Francisco, Aug 1965. 127 pp, 84 figs. AD 47M.

...A discussion on the geography and climate of Thailand including
numerous maps, figures .-.nd tables. A great part of the study con-
sists of climatic briefs for more than 50 stations. Climatic ele-
ments covered are temperatures, humidit precipitation, cloudi-
ness, visibility, surface winds, ceiligs, upper air winds and
temperatures, and thunderstorms. The various monsoon seasons
are also described by synoptic patterns and maps are presented
showing prevailing win", humidity, temperatures and precipita-
tion. (ALS)

90. USAF, AWS, lst Weather Wlrng, hectve Method to Forecast Low
Morning Visibilities in Uorn, rh iland (Jan-M). Scientific
Services, Det 1, Ist Wen Wg, APO San Francisco 96525. Technical
Study 4, Noy 1966. AD 64509o.

. .. An objective method is derived to forecast occurrence of
surface visibilities less than 5 miles caused by ground fog,
haze and/or smoke at Ubon, Thailand from 1 Jan to 15 Mar.
(Author)

91. USAF, AWS, lst Weather Wing. Medium Level Persistency Analysip
for Southeast Asia. Special Study 105-1 3/1, APO San Francisco
9,525, :ul 1966. 1bps. AD 488117.
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91. (cont)

... This study was prepared as a planning aid to forecaster in
Southeast Asia. Twelve charts are presented for each month of
persistency of oeilinas 5000 ft and/or visibility 5 miles.
These show percent frequency at 0700, 1300, 1900 LST and pro-
bability of continuing from 0700 to 1000, 1300, 16OO, 1900,
O700 LST and from 1300 to 1600, 19OO, 0700 LST and from 1900to 0700 LST.

The period of record for data used in the analyses varies
from 2 years to 10 years, but generally is based on 6 to 7
years record, Data used came from the 1965 ETAC study "Per-

cent frequency of Durations of Ceiling-Visibility and Preci-
pitation Condition," which was based on 3 hourly observa-
tions. Therefore the titles may in some cases be misleading.
As an example the "Probability of < 5000 ft a/o < 5 mi at
0700 LST Continuing to 1900 LST" chart gives the percent
that at 3 hourly intervals < 5000 a/o 5 continued from 0700
to 1900. It is possible that the ceiling or the visibility

went above these parameters between two consecutive 3
hourlys then lowered again. This is even more probable at
night, as the 1900 LST and 0700 LST observations are consi-
dered as consecutive observations. Therefore, charts such as
the "0700 to 0700 LST" chart are best used to consider the
probability that conditions will remain below 5000 a/o 5
most of the day, and will again be < 5000 a/o 5 at 0700 LST
the next morning. (ALS)

92. U.S. Army. Engineer Agency for Resources Inventories. The
Lower Mekong Basin Resources Atlas Project. "Draft Biblio-
graphy," for Agency for International Dev., Wash. DC, Jan 1966.
IPE Files.

.. This preliminary bibliography of more than 6,000 entries is
divided into the following areas - Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam,
Thailand. Mekong, Asia, and Southeast Asia. Further, it is
divided into books, articles, and maps. No abstracts are in-
cluded. Climatic entries are limited. Most entries are politi-
cal, economic, social, and medical. A few entries are on flooding,
soil studies, highways, and land use. (Author)

93. U.S. Army Natick Laboratories. Notes on some Environmental
Oonditions Affecting Mlitary LogIstics in Thailand. Special
Report S-l, Q.R. and E.C., NS, Natick, Mass., Jun 1962. 20
figs., 4o pp. AD 278584.
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93. (cont)

...A discussion on the climate of Thailand its temperatures
and precipitation, and seasonal variations is given supple-
mented by 20 maps on station locations, physical regions,
temperatures, vet and dry seasons, rainy days, precipitation,
climatic analogs and color region maps. (ALS)

94. U.S. Hydrographic Office. Sailing Directions for the Western
Shores of the South China Sea from Singapore Strait to and
includi5 Hong Kong. 9O. Pub. No. 93. Fifth Ed. Wash, 1957.DAS M52/512.3 U568.

...Discusses the clintolcey of this area whioh includes
pressure, winds, temperature, relative humidity, precipitation,
cloudiness, visibility and typhoons. The source also presents
the following monthly and annual tabular data sunurized over
the period for Krung Thep (Bangkok) mean sea level pressure
(mbi); mean, mean extreme and absolute extreme temperatures
(*F); mean relative humidity at 0700 and 1300; mean cloud
cover (tenths); mean number of days clew (< 2/10) and cloudy
(> 8/10); mean amount and maximum amount in 21 hours of preci-
pitation; greatest and least amount of precipitation; mean
number of days > 0.01 inch; mean umber of rainy days; wind
direction frequency (8 points and calm) at 0700 and 1300; mean
wind speed (knots) at 0700 and 1300; mean number of days with
wind > 34 knots; mean number of days with visibility <
nautical mile. Period of record varies by element. (VTR)

95. U.S. Quartermaster Corps. Research & Development Div. ClothiBI
Almanac No. 18: Southeast Asia. Thailand, Burma, French Indo-
china and the Federation of N mlaya. 22 pp, Wash., 1951.
DAS M6 U585c.

... Discusses briefly the climate (winds, temperature sad rain)
of Southeast Asia. Includes monthly tabular summaries over the
period of mean temperature (*F) and mean rainfall (inches) for
individual stations (Bangkok in Thailand). No period of recodis specified. (VTR)
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96. U.S., Quartermaster Research & Development Center. Environ-
sent of Southeast Asia. Report No. 219, E.P.D., Natick QM
Res. & De,. Lat. Aug 1953, 45 pp. DAS M% V585r.

... Discusses the climate of Southeast Asia including Thailand.
Tabulatee. data for 4 stations in Thailand include, temperatures,
precipitation and humidity mean cloud cover and mean number of
days with thunderstorms are included for 2 stations in Thailand.
Maps of average precipitation and prevailing surface winds during
Deep Jan, Feb, and Jun, Jul and Aug are provided. (ALS)

97. U.S. Quartermaster Research & Engineering Comand. Notes on
some Environmental Conditions Affecting Military Logistics in
Thailand. Special Report S-l, Earth Sciences Division, Natick,
Wass. Jun 1962. 41 pp, 20 figs. AD 278584.

... Thailand's climate is characterized by a rainy and a dry
season, except for small areas of year-long wet conditions.
Shortage of potable water is a problem in much of the country
especially during the dry season. The amount and color of the
foliage and the problems associated with mud or dust, change
greatly with the seasons. Average annual rainfall varies
from 40" to 180";differences in intensity and in dates of
beginning and end of the rainy season, fluctuate strikingly
from year to year and place to place. Temperatures are
relatively high throughout the year, with maxima above 90 F
possible in any month. Cold weather is rare, but an occa-
sional reading as low as 40 F is reported in Dec or Jan.
Compared to the climate elsewhere in S.E. Asia, the climate
of most of Thailand is most analogous to that of Burma to the
west, and Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam to the east. Only the
southern part of Thailand in the Kra Peninsula, has a climate
with heavy rain throughout the year such as prevails in most
of the Indonesian Islands on the south. (Author)

98. Vadhanapanich, Charoen. Characteristics of Rainfall over
Thailand. UN Economic Comm. for Asia and Far last, Flood
Control Series, No. 15-138-14o, 1960. t, figsp 2 tables.
DAB (79 U58hY)-

... The causes of considerable rainfall during the monsoon
period are discussed with consideratioa of the physical fee-
tures (mountain area, tropical climate, etc.) of Thailand and
meteorologioal data collected during '25 years by the Climatc-
logical Division. The precipitation patterns are studied with
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98. (cont)

mean monthly rainfall data plotted on 6 charts for different
parts of Thailand (northern-northeastern), central, east
coast, vest coast, and west coast of southern Thailand. Each
chart is analyzed separately and the causes of major rainfalls
are sumarized. (Author)

99. Vadhanapanich, Charoen. Some Asects of the Monsoonal Rain in
Thailand. Extracted from the Journal of the National Research
Council, Vol. 2, No. 2, May 1961. (In Thai and English). 13 PP.
Bangkok, 1961. DAB M53.21 V123so.

... Gives an account of the characteristics of rainfall In
Thailand. Item discussed are physical features and rainfall
patterns with a description of the normal rainfalls over 6
regions of the country, namely, the northern part, norteasern
part, central part, east coast of the Gulf of Thailand, vest
coast of the Gulf of Thailand and west coast of southern Thal-
land. Contains for hiengml, Bangkok, onkhla and Iakhon
monthiy tabular swmaries over tUe period (193-1952) of m
number of days with thunderstorms. Presents gpbs with man
monthly rainfall for 21 stations based on the period 1932-
195 . (VTR)

100. Vesa-RaJananda, S. Hen Annual and Monthly Rainfall over
Thailand. Met. Dept., Offiae of the Prim. Minister, Baw"ko,
Jful 19 , 13 PP, 12 ftgs. EAIO, Ref. Dr. A-00001VN.

... Contains maps shoving the semen nnAwl and monthly zminfll
for Tailan. Period of record Is from 1931-1960. The nap
scale is 1:5 000 000. (MAG)

101. Vitvitskii, 0.1. Klima zarbe hnal Atli. [Climates in Asia
outside of the t J 396 PP. (In Russian). Mosoov, 1960.
DAB M2.1/5 "84 ki.

... Includes the following monthly and aual svmarie over
the period for Bangkok; mean temperature (1931-1940) in "C;
mean namber of days with precipitation > 1 m and mn xelatve
huadity in % based on data for an unspeifl*d period. The
source contains brief climatic notes on the Sion relgon on
paes 319 and 320. 35I
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101. (cont)

Includes maps (scale 1: 80 000 000 determined from graticules)
of southeast Asia (50-4ON, 80"-145*E) shoving the air currents
at the height of 3 km by arrows for April, second half of June
and first half of July, second half of July, and August; map
(scale 1:11 200 000 determined from graticules) of Thailand
shoving the annual distribution of total precipitation amount
(m) by hatched areas. These maps are based on data for an
unspecified period. Additional maps in the source are for
larger areas. (AEG)

102. Volker, A. Surface vdrology of Deltaic Areas. (RiJksvater-

stuat, The Hague). Ubalted Nations Educational, Scientific &
Cultural Organization, Humid Tropics Research, (Vol. 61, 1966.
p 143-150. Figs. French smiary p 150. (UNESCO, Scientij£lc
Problems of the Humid Tropical Zone Deltas and their Implica-
tions: Proceedings of the Dacca Symposium, Dacca, East Pakistan,
1964). DAs (574.9 U58 1sc).

...This paper deals with both the hydrology of the river and
its branches and the surface hydrology of the land areas in a
delta. The surface hydrology is governed by the climatic condi-
tions and the physical characteristics of the areas as well as
by the regime of the river. There is a pronounced relationship
between sicrotopography, flooding and land use. The various
stages of development of deltaic areas in the humid tropical
zone are: occupancy of natural ridges such as natural river
levees, present and former beach lines; opening up the area by
osnala; spreading of the river floods over the various distri-
butaries; partial flood protection by open embanknts; canals
in the land areas for drainage purposes; adequate flood protec-
ton by closed e-bnkments; adequate water control in the land
areas;and finally water control measures in the upstream por-
tions of the river basin. The deltaic areas referred to here
are: the Ganges (India and East Pakistan), Irraady

ChaoMe Thaiand, Meong(Vietma) and Paupanza (Luzon,
Philippines). (Author)

103. Williams, Llevelyn. Vegetation of Southeast Asia Studies of
. U.S.D.A., ARPA Order No. 424, Wash. D.C. Dec
. AD 629181.

...This report treats with the vegetation and other natural
featares of Cambodia, Laws, North and South Vietam, and
particularly those of Thailand. The vegetation of Thailand,
in g rer l, is representative of the countries drained by the

Mekong River and its tributaries. Part I contains a discussion
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103. (cont)

of the systems, proposed by various ecologists or pbytogeo-
graphers, to classify tropical vegetation. The principal
forest types of "%a4land, and applicable to Southeast Asia
in Sm 1, are cribed.

Limited climatic information is given(pess)63, 65, 66, 67.
A soil map, a rainfall map and a temperature map of Thailand
are also included. (ALS)

104. World Meteorological Organization. Climatological Normals
(Clim) for Climat and Climat Ship Stations for the Period
1931-12 . W No. 117. TP 52. (In Eglish and French).
DAB M(06) W927P. No. 117.

... Includes tabular monthly and annual normals of atmospheric
pressure (mb), temperature (*c), relative humidity ($) and
amount of precipitation (oin) for eleven stations in fTailand
for the period 1951-1960 except precipitation which is 1931-
1960. (VTR)

105. World Metecrological Organization. World Distribution of
Thunderstorm Us. Part 1: Tables. WNO No. 21, TP 6. 204 pp.
(in lish and French). Geneva, 1953. m 1(o6) Wg9z. no. 21.

... Includes monthly, seasonal and annual mean number of days
with thunderstorms, summarized over a period (3-10 yearr) for
30 stations in Thailand. (VTR)
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